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New phenomena of collective light scattering are observed when an elongated Bose-Einstein con-
densate is pumped by two non-interfering beams counterpropagating along its long axis. In the
limit of small Rayleigh scattering rates, the presence of a second pump beam suppresses superradi-
ance, whereas at large Rayleigh scattering rates it lowers the effective threshold power for collective
light scattering. In the latter regime, the quench dynamics of the two-beam system are oscillatory,
compared to monotonic in the single-beam case. In addition, the dependence on power, detuning,
and atom number is explored. The observed features of the two-beam system qualitatively agree
with the recent prediction of a supersolid crystalline phase of light and matter at large Rayleigh
scattering rates [1].
Collective scattering of light can dramatically enhance
single-particle scattering and can lead to qualitatively
new phenomena. Since the pioneering work of Dicke [2],
it has been observed in various systems, including ther-
mal atomic and molecular gases [3–7], degenerate Bose
and Fermi gases [8, 9], atomic systems in cavities [10, 11],
solid state system [12, 13] and astrophysical systems [14].
Collective scattering occurs when it is impossible to de-
termine which particle scattered a photon. As a result,
correlations develop between the particles which enhance
subsequent scattering leading to superradiance. Due to
their long coherence time, Bose-Einstein condensates are
well suited for studying superradiance [8]. Furthermore,
the coherence between the atoms, which is responsible
for the superradiant scattering, can be directly observed
from the momentum distributions and allows a detailed
study of superradiance without detection of the emitted
light. Different regimes and geometries have been ex-
plored by many experimental [7, 15–25] and theoretical
studies (see [26–31] and references therein). In elongated
clouds the superradiant gain of the optical mode along
the condensate axis, known as the “end-fire mode,” is
largest, and one can use a single-mode approximation.
If the pump laser beam also propagates along this axis,
all relevant modes of both the light and the atoms are
aligned allowing for a simple one-dimensional description.
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FIG. 1. Experimental geometry. An elongated Bose-
Einstein condensate is exposed to two counterpropagating
pump beams detuned by 160 MHz from each other and by
1 to 20 GHz from the atomic resonance at 671 nm. Collective
scattering into the end-fire modes creates two backscattered
beams and a modulated atomic density distribution. If this
distribution is stationary, ω1 = ω
′
1 and ω2 = ω
′
2.
Motivated by recent theoretical work [1], we have stud-
ied the effect of illuminating a Bose-Einstein condensate
by two counterpropagating beams at the same inten-
sity. Interference between the two beams can be sup-
pressed by orthogonal polarization or rendered irrele-
vant by a large frequency offset. Remarkably, we never
find a regime in which the two beams act independently,
i.e. in which each of them independently induces su-
perradiant scattering into its corresponding direction of
propagation. When the Rayleigh scattering rate into
the end-fire modes is smaller than the recoil frequency
ωR = ~k2/2m, where m is the atomic mass and k is the
wavenumber of the pump light, collective light scattering
is suppressed compared to the single-beam case, which is
readily explained by bosonic stimulation. By contrast, at
high Rayleigh scattering rates, the threshold for collective
light scattering is lowered in the presence of a counter-
propagating beam. The two regimes are characterized by
different microscopic mechanisms.
At small Rayleigh scattering rates, each scattered pho-
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2ton creates a quasiparticle in the form of a recoiling atom,
or a phonon, with momentum equal to the difference be-
tween the momenta of the incoming and the scattered
photons. Each phonon mode is a moving density mod-
ulation which is amplified by subsequent collective light
scattering. In the geometry of Figure 1, a single pump
beam triggers collective light scattering along the con-
densate axis resulting in an enhanced number of atoms
in the 2~k phonon mode and enhanced backscattered
light. An additional counterpropagating beam can create
quasiparticles with opposite momentum or annihilate the
quasiparticles created by the first beam.
When the Rayleigh scattering rate into the end-fire
modes is comparable to or larger than the recoil fre-
quency, two or several photons can be scattered quasi-
simultaneously. This creates the possibility of new col-
lective dynamics to emerge, which are no longer governed
by individual quasiparticle resonances. The analysis of
Ref. [1] shows that above a critical pump power, corre-
sponding to a Rayleigh scattering rate on the order of ωR,
the system develops a type of roton instability towards
a periodic modulation and undergoes a phase transition
to a crystalline phase. This phase is a stationary sit-
uation, where an atomic density modulation collectively
creates two backscattered beams. Each of them interferes
with its corresponding pump beam so that two standing
waves are formed. In a self-consistent way, a stationary
density modulation is stabilized by the stationary opti-
cal lattice potential, which, in contrast to usual optical
lattices, consists of two different standing waves which
are created and therefore phase-locked by the atoms. In
contrast to the single-beam case, in which the backscat-
tered beam is frequency-shifted by 4ωR with respect to
the incident beam due to the 2~k of recoil momentum im-
parted to the atoms, in the crystal phase both backscat-
tered beams have the same frequency as their correspond-
ing pump beams because the atomic density distribution
is stationary. This establishes a new supersolid form of
matter by spontaneous crystallization of light and atoms.
For a sudden turn on of the pump beams, there should
be an oscillatory behavior around the new equilibrium
phase, in contrast to the exponential growth and eventual
gain-depletion of single-beam superradiance, as in [8].
In this work, we characterize the regimes of low and
high Rayleigh scattering rates by determining the thresh-
old power for collective light scattering and by monitor-
ing the time-evolution of the atomic momentum distri-
bution both for a single beam and for two beams. We
observe qualitatively different behaviors, including oscil-
latory dynamics for two pump beams at high Rayleigh
scattering rates. Our observations are consistent with
the predictions of the crystal phase using the 1D theo-
retical model [1]. However, the experimental system is
3D and its lifetime is severely limited by Rayleigh scat-
tering into free space. Therefore, the crystal phase can
only form transiently and cannot reach equilibrium.
Experiments are performed with a new 7Li machine
which produces Bose-Einstein condensates of typically
4× 105 atoms in 10 s. Atoms from an effusive oven are
laser-cooled with a spin-flip Zeeman slower and 5× 109
atoms are captured in a 3D Magneto-Optical trap oper-
ated on the D2 line. After a compression step, further
sub-Doppler cooling is performed using grey molasses
on the D1 line, as in [32], which reduces the tempera-
ture to 90µK. Dark state optical pumping on the D1
line prepares the atoms in the magnetically trappable
|F = 2,mF = 2〉 ground state. They are then transferred
to a quadrupole magnetic trap with a repulsive “plug”
optical beam used to inhibit losses from the center of
the trap [33]. During RF evaporation the atomic den-
sity is kept at 1× 1013 cm−3 by gradually opening up
the magnetic trap to prevent strong losses due to three-
body recombination. The negative scattering length of
the |F = 2,mF = 2〉 state prevents the formation of large
stable condensates [34]. The evaporation is terminated
just before degeneracy is reached and the atoms are
transferred to a 1064 nm optical dipole trap. They are
spin-flipped to the lowest hyperfine state |F = 1,mF = 1〉
state, which has a Feshbach resonance at 737 Gauss [35].
The scattering length is tuned to about 125 aB , where
aB is the Bohr radius, and the atoms are evaporated to
degeneracy.
For the current experiment, a magnetic field is chosen
to realize a scattering length of 15 aB to avoid strong scat-
tering between atoms in different momentum states. We
obtained a cloud of typical size of about 20µm× 120µm
by releasing it from a crossed optical dipole trap and
letting it expand into a single beam dipole trap. A tun-
able Ti-Sapph laser generates 671 nm light detuned by
1 to 20 GHz from atomic resonance. The two pump
beams have e−2 radii of 140µm and propagate along
the long axis of the condensate. Interference between
them is suppressed on experimentally relevant timescales
by offsetting them in frequency by 160 MHz using two
acousto-optic modulators. This frequency offset is large
enough to eliminate Raman coupling between momen-
tum sidebands: ∆ωωR, and small enough so that the
recoil momenta of the two beams are indistinguishable:
~∆kh/L. Both beams have the same polarization and
drive a pi-transition. Rectangular pump pulses are ap-
plied, after which the trap is suddenly switched off and
momentum distributions are recorded after ballistic ex-
pansion. Momentum distributions are then characterized
by the number of atoms in the satellite peaks, which are
separated from the main cloud by recoil momentum.
The onset of collective light scattering is studied by
measuring the number of atoms in the 2~k peak in time
of flight as a function of laser power (Figure 2). All three
plots on the right side show that there is an effective
critical power for the onset of superradiance. For long
pump times (Figure 2 a-d), the thresholds are lower, cor-
responding to small Rayleigh scattering rates. For high
pump powers (large Rayleigh scattering rates), the dy-
namics occur already on short time scales and the critical
powers are lower for two beams than for a single beam
(Figure 2 e-f). By contrast, at low Rayleigh scattering
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FIG. 2. Observation of superradiant light scattering in differ-
ent regimes. Shown are momentum distributions after 2 ms
time of flight for three different pump times and different
pump powers at 18.62 GHz red of the 7Li D2 line. For each
time, the single-beam case with pump propagating from the
left (top picture, triangles) is compared to the case of two
balanced beams from opposite sides (bottom, circles). The
strength of collective light scattering vs. laser power is char-
acterized by the number of atoms with momentum 2~k (right
peak). Solid lines are a guide to the eye. The images are
taken at the powers indicated by the dashed vertical lines.
rates collective light scattering is suppressed in the pres-
ence of two beams. This is best seen in Figure 2 c-d: At
the same powers, at which the system exhibits strong
superradiance with a single pump beam, there are no re-
coiling atoms visible in the presence of two pump beams.
For Rayleigh scattering rates smaller than the recoil
frequency (Figure 2 a-d), a quasiparticle picture can be
used to describe the onset of superradiance (for discus-
sion see e.g. [8, 25, 26, 29]). Recoiling quasiparticles are
created by Rayleigh scattering into the end-fire mode,
which occurs at a rate of Ref = RN0f where R is the
total Rayleigh scattering rate per atom, N0 is the num-
ber of atoms in the condensate, and f is the effective
solid angle for scattering into the end-fire mode, approx-
imately given by λ2/D2 where λ is the wavelength of the
scattered light and D is the diameter of the condensate.
This rate is enhanced via bosonic stimulation by a factor
N1+1 with N1 atoms with recoil momentum 2~k already
present. The recoiling atoms are lost from the system at
a rate L, either by collisions or because they move out of
the condensate volume.
The resulting rate equation describes both the thresh-
old and the initially exponential gain for the case of a
sinle pump beam [8]:
dN1
dt
= Ref (N1 + 1)−LN1 = Ref + (RN0f −L)N1 (1)
For weak pump beams and negligible source depletion,
one would expect, at least in the perturbative regime,
that the addition of a second counterpropagating pump
beam would trigger superradiant scattering into the op-
posite direction. However, due to bosonic stimulation,
the rates of scattering into the end-fire modes are propor-
tional to the number of atoms in the initial and the final
states. For the case of two counterpropagating beams
which can transfer equal but opposite momenta, the stim-
ulated scattering rates, which are responsible for super-
radiance, cancel in the rate equation
dN1
dt
= R1N0f(N1 + 1)−R2N1f(N0 + 1)− LN1 (2)
if the single-particle scattering rates are equal (R1 = R2).
The remaining terms simply reflect spontaneous scatter-
ing and loss L as described above. A similar equation
can be written for the −2~k atoms.
Complete suppression of superradiance for the two-
beam case is observed for pump times on the order of
tens of recoil times ω−1R = 2.5µs (e.g. 50µs case in Fig-
ure 2 c-d). For even smaller pump powers and therefore
longer pump times, as in the 1 ms data, the suppression
is incomplete. This is possibly due to effects of decoher-
ence, or defocusing of the recoiling atoms by atom-atom
interactions, which could begin to have an effect after
long pump times. For detailed experimental studies of
the behavior of the single-beam system at low Rayleigh
scattering rates, see [8, 16, 17, 19–22].
When the Rayleigh scattering rate becomes on the or-
der of the recoil frequency ωR, the quasiparticle picture
can no longer be used. In this regime the system displays
the opposite behavior compared to the low scattering rate
regime. The presence of the second beam lowers the ap-
parent threshold power for non-zero momentum atoms to
appear in time of flight (see Figure 2f). In addition, the
time dynamics of the system differ qualitatively for the
single-beam and the two-beam cases (Figure 3). When
the two beams are suddenly turned on, we observe tem-
poral oscillations of the number of atoms with non-zero
momentum. This was predicted by Ref. [1] as oscillations
around an equilibrium crystal phase. By contrast, with
a single pump beam the number of recoil atoms grows
continuously until the Bose-Einstein condensate gets de-
pleted and the gain decreases, as shown in Figure 3a, in
agreement with the predictions of eq. (1). The frequency
of the oscillations is on the order of the recoil frequency
ωR. The amplitude decays with time due to the loss of
atoms to Rayleigh scattering into modes other than the
end-fire modes. We observe distinct non-zero momentum
peaks in time-of-flight with two beams for about 12µs at
an inverse Rayleigh scattering rate of about 30µs. The
amplitude and period of the oscillations depend strongly
on the initial number of condensate atoms (Figure 3b).
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FIG. 3. Time dynamics of collective light scattering for two
beams in the large Rayleigh scattering rate regime. Each
beam is at power P which is above the effective threshold
power P0 at blue detuning δ from the
7Li D2 line. (a) Com-
parison of the single-beam pump to the two-beam pump. In
both cases, the single-beam power is the same and P/P0 = 1.2,
where P0 = 2.8 mW at δ= 9.9 GHz. (b) For different ini-
tial condensate numbers (P/P0 = 1.8, where P0 = 8.6 mW at
δ= 17 GHz); (c) For different pump powers (P0 and δ are
the same as in (a)); (d) For different detunings but at con-
stant Rayleigh scattering rate, which was measured for a sin-
gle beam in each case to be 1.7×104 s−1, which corresponds
to P/P0 = 2.3. Here δ0 = 9.9 GHz. Solid lines are a guide to
the eye.
This is characteristic of collective light scattering effects,
e.g. in collective spontaneous emission the peak inten-
sity of the emitted light scales with N2, where N is the
number of scatterers [4]. Sample oscillation curves for
different initial condensate numbers as well as different
loss rates have been numberically calculated in [36] for a
1D two-beam system. The frequency and the amplitude
of the oscillations increase with power in the pump beams
as shown in Figure 3c. When the Rayleigh scattering rate
is kept constant and the detuning is varied, oscillations
with larger amplitude are observed at higher detunings,
as evidenced in Figure 3d. This is consistent with the
optical dipole potential rather than Rayleigh scattering
governing the dynamics, as in the model used to describe
the crystal phase in Ref [1]. A constant Rayleigh scatter-
ing rate R′ requires the power to scale with detuning δ
as P ′∝R′δ2, so that the AC Stark shift and, therefore,
the potential depth ∝P ′/δ∝ δ [37].
In addition to the different time dynamics, the single-
beam and the two-beam cases also differ in the shape of
the observed momentum peaks (Figure 4a). For the short
times of flight used in this experiment, the observed den-
sity distributions within each momentum peak still reflect
the in-trap density distribution. The shape of the ± 2~k
peaks follows closely the elongated shape of the conden-
sate, while the shape of the 2~k peak for a single beam
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FIG. 4. (a) Time-of-flight images at three different powers at
3µs pump time, 2 ms of ballistic expansion, and at 7 GHz blue
of the D2 line. The power noted is the power in each beam.
(b) Effective threshold power for the onset of collective light
scattering with two pump beams. Each point is obtained from
a two-line fit to the number of atoms in the 2~k peak after
3µs pump time as a function of power, as shown in the inset.
The error bars are one standard deviation of the threshold
fit. The blue line is a quadratic fit for the threshold power
versus effective detuning: P0 = Aδ˜
2 with A being a single free
parameter.
is shorter and more rounded. This can be explained by
the inhomogeneous intensity distribution of the backscat-
tered end-fire beam along the condensate. The power of
the end-fire mode is largest where the pump beam enters
the cloud, increasing the generation of recoiling atoms
via Bragg scattering. In contrast, the combined potential
of the two stationary optical lattices is predicted to be
almost homogeneous along the condensate [1]. At even
higher powers (see the rightmost column in Figure 4a),
there is a backward peak of atoms with − 2~k momen-
tum in the one-beam case. It is the result of the second-
order process of re-scattering of a backscattered photon.
This is the Kapitza-Dirac regime, commonly associated
with pump times smaller than the recoil time [38]. We
also observe momentum peaks at 4~k due to higher-order
superradiance as studied earlier [8]. In all cases, the two-
beam geometry shows patterns distinctly different from
those obtained by adding up the peaks for the two one-
beam geometries, indicative of a different mechanism of
collective light scattering.
We have also studied the detuning dependence of the
effective threshold power P0 for collective light scatter-
ing (Figure 4b). Due to the fine structure splitting in
the excited state (10 GHz), the effective detuning δ˜ for
a pump beam at frequency ω is given by δ˜−1 = 2/(ω −
ωD2) + 1/(ω − ωD1), where ωD1 and ωD2 are the fre-
quencies of the D1 and D2 lines and the coefficients re-
flect the relative strength of the dipole matrix elements
for pi−polarized light. The observed thresholds are con-
5sistent with P0 ∝ δ˜2, i.e. the onset requires a critical
Rayleigh scattering rate. This agrees with the threshold
power predicted for the crystal phase in [1]. However, due
to scatter in the data, the experimental results would also
agree almost equally well with a linear fit P0 ∝ δ˜, i.e. the
onset is driven by a critical AC Stark shift. Note that
in-between the D1 and D2 lines optical pumping to other
hyperfine states limits the gain into the end-fire modes.
For the single-beam pump, this leads to Raman superra-
diance, as observed in [39, 40].
We have so far emphasized the qualitative differences
between the one- and two-beam cases. Those cases can
be connected by using two beams with imbalanced in-
tensities. In the large Rayleigh scattering limit, we ob-
serve that the number of atoms in both satellite peaks
initially goes through an oscillation, but eventually the
stronger beam wins over: With pump time, one momen-
tum peak grows in number and the other one decreases.
Ref. [36] has investigated the phase diagram of the imbal-
anced system showing that there is a similar instability
to self-organization for all values of the beam asymmetry.
Further studies are needed to explore this regime.
In this work, we have observed a self-organization ef-
fect of atoms coupled by light. Related effects have been
observed with cold atoms in optical cavities (see [41] for
review). Superradiant light scattering into a single cav-
ity mode gives rise to only two distinct density modula-
tions, i.e. a checkerboard phase which breaks Z2 sym-
metry. The system studied here is in free space and
the density modulation which forms breaks a continuous
U(1) symmetry, which constitues a supersolid phase. In
fact, a system with two cavities also realizes a supersolid
with the spontaneous breaking of a continuous symme-
try [42]. The present system is conceptually simpler, but
the study of the crystal phase is currently limited by the
large Rayleigh scattering rates into free space relative to
the scattering into the end-fire modes.
In conclusion, we have studied collective light scat-
tering of an elongated Bose-Einstein condensate when
pumped with one or two non-interfering beams. In
the regime of small Rayleigh scattering rates compared
to the recoil frequency, a quasiparticle picture of the
scattering explains the suppression of superradiance
in the presence of two beams. In the regime of large
Rayleigh scattering rates, the behavior of the two-beam
system is qualitatively different and consistent with the
incipient formation of the predicted crystal phase. The
superradiant gain and, as a consequence, the lifetime of
the crystal phase could be increased by increasing the
atomic density or decreasing the cloud diameter D while
keeping the Fresnel number F ∝ D2/L0λ on the order of
one, where L0 is the length of the condensate (see [3] for
discussion). This would allow the study of a supersolid
formed by collective light scattering, which features a
spontaneously chosen phase of the atomic density distri-
bution and the emergent optical lattice. In particular,
it would be interesting to confirm the predictions that
the backscattered light is not recoil-shifted and that the
phase of the density modulation is spontaneously chosen.
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